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IF YOU ARE INVOLVED IN A MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT WITH ANOTHER VEHICLE, REGARDLESS OF THE SEVERITY, YOU NEED TO COMPLETE
THE ONLINE POLICE CRASH REPORT AT MARLEY’S OFFICE.
It is legal obligation to make a report to the WA Police.
If the Police takes a report on the site, but at a later stage someone claims an injury resulted
from the crash you are legally required to make an online report to the Insurance Commission of WA.
As injury may not be evident right away, the other party may not make a claim until some
months down the track. As such, the details may not be clear at this point in time. That is
why Marley’s requires all drivers who are involved in a motor vehicle incident with another vehicle, regardless of severity, to come to Marley’s office and complete two things:
1) Marley’s Accident/Incident form, and 2) Online Police Report.
Marley’s Compliance Officer Chris can assist you with both.
For more information please visit: https://www.crashreport.com.au/ocrf/
Got a photo, appropriate jokes and puzzles, or something else to add to Marley’s Mail, please contact Marcus:
marcus@marleys.com.au, 9410 4612

THANK YOU to staff members who are already
complying with the above requirements & reminders!

We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our customers.

CBH Corner— Life Saving Rules UPDATE
Motor Vehicles—Mobile Phone
Hand held operation of mobile phones is NOT permitted when driving a vehicle.

CBH Safety Vision

is that we all return
Confined Spaces Entry Permit
home safely at the end of
Do not enter a confined space without an approved Confined Space Entry Permit.
each working day.
Work at Heights
Work outside walkways or platforms – Do not work outside a walkway or platform without an
approved fall prevention system in place.
Areas Under Fumigation
Do not enter a grain storage or any area under fumigation unless authorised by a Licensed Fumigator.
Plant & Equipment
Isolation of Energy—Do not work on or enter any plant and equipment which has not been isolated from all sources of energy unless specifically permitted by an approved procedure for testing, commissioning or hygiene purposes.
Mobile Plant—Do not enter an exclusion zone without three step protection in place. Note: Three step protection is defined as: the
hand brake on, vehicle in neutral, and operator has hands off the controls.
Drugs & Alcohol
Illicit Drugs—Do not bring, use or be under the influence of illicit drugs on any CBH premises.
Alcohol—Do not undertake work activities on an operational site with a Blood Alcohol Concentration above zero.
All incidents which occur on site must be reported to A Wesfeeds’ Supervisor as soon as it happens. If
one cannot be found, report the incident to Marley’s Fleet Scheduler Shane Gatti who can follow this up.
Thank You!
Reminder: You are also required to complete Marley’s Accident/Incident Report form.
STAFF PROFILES
Meet Jane Sawyer, new Payroll / HR Officer
Born in Scotland, grew up in Perth, a proud mum of
two beautiful teenage boys.
Jane says she has lots of nicknames, depending who
you ask. Her passion is AFL which is why she is a
treasurer for Rockingham Rams Football Club.
If Jane won a million dollars, she would pay off her
house, buy a new BMW, help out her family, and
probably squeeze a holiday or two to Mauritius. The
most daring thing Jane would like to try is swimming
with sharks. Sitting in the sun with a good book or
good company and a glass of wine is her favourite
way of spending a day off….that is if you don’t get
eaten by the sharks Jane :)
Meet Derek Youngman, new Service Admin Assistant
Born in Singapore, arrived to Australia early 80’.
Derek follows Soccer, NFL (Dallas Cowboy), Ten-Pin
bowling and Motorbike Racing. He is a movie buff,
doesn’t have a favourite flic, but his favourite actor is
Charles Bronson …the resemblance is obvious…
mustache :)
With million dollars, Derek would help his family and
buy a house in Freo and Europe and would travel to
Alaska, Canada, and Europe. The most daring thing
he’d like to do is to fly a fighter jet.
WELCOME ON BOARD JANE AND DEREK!
IVANA LEAVING
Hi Everyone, I will be moving to Sydney by the end of the year.
My last day at work will be Friday, 10th December.
I would like to use this opportunity to thank the Marley family and You—Marley’s
staff members and friends for the 5 great years!

CHARITY WORK

 Chris is doing Movember this year. If you


would like to donate please do so online on
http://mobro.co/chriscassidy-schroeder
Anaru completed the Big Grit challenge and
would like to thank Marley’s for their
donation.

Happy Birthday to November Babies!
MARK BOLT 17-Nov
BYRON RODD 19-Nov
MARCUS WATSON 20-Nov
SIMONE TORNAGO 22-Nov
WOMBAT , SHANE VICKERS 23-Nov
BOB LUCAS 28-Nov
SUE VULICH 30-Nov

WAY OUT IN SPACE
two Aliens are watching
Earth and talking to each
other.
The first Alien says, "The
dominant lifeforms on the
Earth planet have
Developed satellite-based
nuclear weapons.".
The second Alien asks:
"Are they an emerging intelligence?".
The first Alien replies: "I don't think so, they have them
aimed at themselves!?".

We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our customers.

